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About This Game

Half-Life Deathmatch: Source is a recreation of the first multiplayer game set in the Half-Life universe. Features all the classic
weapons and most-played maps, now running on the Source engine.
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One of the most original games i've ever played. Everything in this game is mindblowing, especially the plot and gameplay. I'm
very happy that the sequel is in the pipeline after years.. This game is very nice in many ways. However, the difficulty set even
with the lowest possible level, for sure is too heavy. Very high frustation coming up very quickly. This is a no go. sorry.. These
new levels are really challenging. Made me think a little more that's a good thing ;) it's more rewarding when you figure it out..
The Developer is really nice and cares about the game he has created even though this game has some problems that need to be
fixxed like.

 - Screen Resolution Problems
 - Game Crashing/Wont load up (for my friend)
 - Rendering Problems for some areas in the game

I really wanna record this game with my friend because it looks like the type of game that
would be HILARIOUS in multiplayer but I will have to wait until everything works until I can :). Poor performance and main
campain doesn't even start. Why I decided to give this game a thumbs down:

I, like many others, only play single-player.

Ironically though, if I wanted to play multi-player, I could now download the f2p version.
But I don't want to play multi-player, so I have to pay.
And if I pay, I expect to get a product that is at least worthy of the great MOW lineage.

Yet what do I get for my money? A very shoddy, unimaginative and boring sp experience. I\u2019m half way through the
campaign ... and I\u2019m bored. There\u2019s no serious tactical challenge, and not a single \u2018memorable
moment\u2019.

As CtA is still early access, I'm not going to go into the game mechanics except to say that they need a LOT of work.

So, what, exactly do you get for your 40 Euro (when not on sale)?

Multi-player = well, you can now download that for free, so I\u2019m only going to focus on what you have to pay for.

That leaves us with:
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Skirmish = fun for a while, but quickly gets repetitive, and definitely NOT worth 40 Euro.

Campaign = absolute simplistic drivel on the level of CoD or Battlefield. E.g. the Blackhawk Down mission ... really!?! Is that
the best you can come up with?

Now, a new, or younger player, coming from one of the above cited games may be happy with the rather childish
\u2018campaign\u2019, and perhaps that's what the devs are after. But for an experienced tactical player it's extremely
unsatisfactory to say the least.

Hence, the F2P dilemma:
Multi-player = free
Very dull and unimaginative single-player = paid

I can perfectly understand why a lot of people are unhappy about the situation, and would be compelled to express their feelings
in a negative review. But here's what gave me the final push to write my own review: the patronising and arrogant diatribe
posted by developer Instinct entitled Fact Check in which he dismisses anyone who writes a negative review about Call To Arms
as a \u201chater\u201d and admits absolutely no responsibility for the discontent expressed by a lot of the people who bought
this game.

Well done Instinct, you\u2019ve earned yourself another negative review, the first that I have ever given on Steam!

Now, prove to me that you can do better and I might change my mind.
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Fun game! Takes advantage of the room and keeps you moving and on your toes. Plenty of challenge to keep you trying to beat
the next level.. Nice DLC! Wish there wer more!. If you're like me & miss the old Sierra style of adventure games and/or parser
adventure games, this is right up your alley. It has some modern conveniences like autofill for the text parser, as well as being
able to move via mouse. Fortunately, none of this takes away from the old school feel that Snail Trek captures. The graphics
capture the old EGA style, and are quite reminiscent of Space Quest while still maintaining its own identity. The puzzles are
simple, but effective. Very much enjoyed the game, especially for the price. Well recommended for anyone looking for a game
of this style or want to try out a throwback adventure game.. Reminds me of Gothic 2.
I see a lot of D&D elements like attributes, although it doesn't follow the rules it seems like it uses a similar system.
The combat was nice too especially with the knight at the start,
 I got a little disappointed when I landed from a knight to a farmer.
The graphics are decent for an early access game, I hope that they will improve them though.. If Dali and Pollock had VR then
this is what they would have made. Super trippy flying through the abstract art. Just wish I could interact with the blobs and it
had multiplayer aspect to enjoy this trip with others.. Love this to pieces, it really satisfies. If you grew up with R-Type and
attacking mutant camels, you should be able to appreciate this one!. I normally would never review a game I had only played for
a couple of minutes, but this game is infuriating. I made it three minutes into the game before I rage quit (and then logged back
in so I could have the 5 minutes of game time I needed to write a review).

You die instantly when you walk off a high platform near a rope. To not die you have to jump onto the rope, even if you would
naturally fall onto the rope just by walking off. Forget the last four decades of smooth and enjoyable platforming, Spelunker
Party has found a way to make platforming gameplay enormously unintuitive and frustrating.

I'm a sucker for any game that has local co-op. This is too awful even for me.. This easily turned out to be my favorite choose
your own adventure game so far. The story had me so engrossed that I was able to look past the few bumps along the way,
specifically with some of the grammar. (Someone just needed to browse through and do a quick spellcheck and have a thesaurus
handy. There was a sentence that used the word 'screen' 4 times. A million words is a lot to chew through so I can be forgiving,
you're getting a lot of bang for your buck after all) But it was incredibly easy to look past because I was more interested in
seeing what happened next. I only played it through once so I didnt get to see all the paths but I knew my choices refelcted a lot
in the story and I even got the last chapter. I didnt even know there \/was\/ a specific path to get the last chapter, I just played
the role of a military dog who pined over thier bootcamp friend and had to face the events to come. The delayed gratification I
felt in the last chapter had me walking away satisfied and still wanting more. I never write reviews, but the lack of
recommendation for this game is heartbreaking
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